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Fixed Gas Detector
Local Display Type (SI-100)
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∙ Product of LCD display type can measure the concentration
of the flammable gas, toxic gas and oxygen gas
∙ Simple operation with the magnetic bar
∙ Big digital LCD installed the blue backlight
∙ Explosive proof structure for the pressure and the
water/dust-proof structure
∙ Automatic calibration function
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1.

Description
Instrument Overview
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Zero Calibration LED
Span Calibration LED
“OK, FAULT, LOW, HIGH” alarm LED
LCD display
“+ and , Mode and , - and “ Control key
Sensor
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2.

Sensor Specification

3.

Electrical Wiring
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4.

Default Alarm Relay Logic

5.

Calibration
① Zero calibration – use bottle air for 60 seconds
② Span calibration – use span gas for 60 seconds

6.

LCD Display Configuration

①
③
②
① Gas type
② Unit
③ Gas concentration
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7.

Button Definition
Button
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]

MODE
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8.
①

Description
The [

The [ ] button is used to
increase the values in set-up mode
] button is used to decrease the values in
set-up mode
The [ ] button is used to change
the mode

Turning on the Instrument
The instrument will be turned on by power supply.

② Backlight will light and software version will be displayed

③ After this, the instrument will go into a 60 second countdown for initialization.
During the countdown sequence, “lnlt” message and count number will be
displayed alternately.
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④ When initialization process finished, “OK” LED will flash once and SI-100 will
be its gas reading mode.

9.

Measurement Mode
Once the SI-100 enters into the Measurement Mode, gas will be
continuously monitored and the readings updated on the liquid crystal
display. As gas levels increase, the corresponding reading will reflect the
current gas concentrations.
The instrument has two alarm set points:
• HIGH Alarm
• LOW Alarm
① When the gas concentrations drop below the alarm set points, the LOW
LED will blink with LCD backlight, and relay LOW alarm will be activated.
② When the gas concentrations increase above the alarm set points, the
HIGH LED will blink with LCD backlight, and relay HIGH alarm will be
activated.
③ If the gas concentrations go out of the measurement range, Fault LED
will blink with backlight and will have a 2mA analog signal output.
Also, the instrument will show “over” message and relay LOW alarm will
be activated.
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10. Zero calibration mode
① Press the “MODE( )” key twice from the Measurement Mode will put the
SI-100 in the Zero Calibration Mode.
② Press the “+( )” key once when ZERO LED lighted and LCD displayed “ZERO”

③ The instrument will go into a 60 second countdown for Zero Calibration.
“ZERO” message and count number will be displayed alternately.
④ During the countdown sequence, the instrument will have 4mA analog signal
output. Calibration will be finished after 60 second with blink OK LED once
and SI-100 enters into the measurement mode.
⑤ The instrument will stop calibration and go back to measurement mode by
pressing “-( )” key during the Zero Calibration mode.

11. Span calibration mode
① Press the “MODE( )” key twice from the Measurement Mode will put the
SI-100 in the Zero Calibration Mode.
② Press the “MODE(

)” key once again when ZERO LED lighted and LCD

displayed “ZERO”
③ Press the “+( )” key once when SPAN LED lighted and LCD displayed “SPAN”
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④ The instrument will go into a 60 second countdown for Span Calibration.
“SPAN” message and count number will be displayed alternately.

⑤ During the countdown sequence, the instrument will have 20mA analog
signal output.
⑥ SI-100 will check the sensor after 60 second. If the sensor is normal, the
instrument will check Calibration.
⑦ If the sensor's output is below 75% of setting value, "fail sen" message will
blink. After that, "reod sen" message will be displayed and the instrument
will have 2mA of analog signal output.

At this time, the SI-100 will redo SPAN Calibration by pressing “+( )” key,
will stop the calibration with previous calibration value and go back to
measurement mode by pressing “-( )” key.
⑧ At the Calibration check, when the concentration of gas which used to
Calibration is within 5% of setting value from Calibration mode, the
instrument will display "true".
⑨ If the value is exceed the 5% of setting value, "fail cal" message will blink.
After that, LCD will display “reod cal” message and the instrument will have
2mA of analog signal output.
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At this time, the SI-100 will redo SPAN Calibration by pressing “+( )” key,
will stop the calibration with previous calibration value and go back to
Measurement Mode by pressing “-( )” key.
⑩ Calibration will be ceased and go back to measurement mode by pressing
“-( )”key in the SPAN Calibration Mode.

12. Calibration Gas Mode
① Press the “+( )”,"-( )","MODE( )" keys in order from the Measurement
Mode will put the SI-100 in the Calibration Gas Mode.
② After press "+( )" key, press "+( )"key once more will increase the value
and press "-( )" key will decrease the value.
If press "-( )" key without press "+(
Measurement Mode.

)" key, the instrument will go back to

③ Press "MODE( )" key once will save setting value and go back to Calibration
Gas Mode.

13. Low Alarm Value Mode
① Press the "MODE(

)" key will put the SI-100 in the Low Alarm Value Mode.

② After press "+( )" key, press "+( )"key once more will increase the value
and press "-( )" key will decrease the value.
If press "-( )" key without press "+(
Measurement Mode.

)" key, the instrument will go back to
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③ Press "MODE( )" key once will save setting value and go back to Low Alarm
Value Mode.

14. High Alarm Value Mode
① Press the "MODE(

)" key will put the SI-100 in the High Alarm Value Mode.

② After press "+( )" key, press "+( )"key once more will increase the value
and press "-( )" key will decrease the value.
If press "-( )" key without press "+(
Measurement Mode.

)" key, the instrument will go back to

③ Press "MODE( )" key once will save setting value and go back to High Alarm
Value Mode.
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FLOW CHARTS
Primary Operation Sequence
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Zero/Span Calibration
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Calibration Gas, Alarm Value Setup
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Notice for User
Please use the instrument in the range of the applicable temperature, humidity and
pressure that are appropriate for the specification of the product. Using the
instrument beyond this range may cause malfunction or glitch of the instrument.

Gas concentration measurement
according to the environment
Therefore the calibration of the
similar environment as that of
humidity).

value by the sensor or the instrument can vary
at site (temperature, pressure and humidity).
instrument should be performed at the same or
the instrument use (temperature, pressure and

If temperature changes sharply during use of the instrument (for instance, using the
instrument at places of far different temperatures between indoor and outdoor), the
value of the measured gas concentration can be changed suddenly. Please use it
after the gas concentration value is stabilized.

Severe vibration or shock to the instrument may cause the sudden change of value
of the measured gas concentration. Please use it after the value of gas concentration
is stabilized. Excessive shock to the unit can lead to trouble of the sensor or the
instrument.
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